
One Abyss And a Hundred Horrors: At The Drive-In 
 
Teenagers on summer road trip in a van never escape alive.  County Sheriff, sweaty and 
limited, wipes handkerchief across his brow and chases his whiskey with pink, peptic salve.  
Nothing like crows and road-kill for shock value.   Pharmacy and general store, long shuttered.  
The heat, stifling, and only a few families in their fallen farmhouses.  Flat tire.  They were arguing 
mini-skirts, LSD, and Hanoi.  Don’t forget the jungle rot.   Choppers rise over rice-fields of 
shrieking mothers and water buffalo.  The stranger had leapt out their van with a bloody Boy-
scout knife.  Now they can hear water running from the remaining brook.  Dark porch in the 
distance.  The soundtrack, nails running across chalkboard, violin string struck with guitar pick, 
struck and struck while the string is tightened until it snaps.   
 
Vultures of Reefer 
 
You know the bullies.  They ruled the bathroom during 3rd period and no one shits after lunch 
for fear of being plunged headfirst into the crappers.  Leather jackets and black Chuck Taylor 
All-Stars.  Some of the wilted find electricity in power chords.  Food fights, and stabbed tires.  
There’s a girl with braces and clean soul.  Any hope for the boy with  lyrics scrawled across a 
Pee Chee folder?  There’s a contest at the local radio station: a studio-cut-45 of the best tune, 
produced by the One-N-Only FM Scout: Jack Sparkle! 
 
You Shall Obey  
 
Lizard-God thirsty for human blood.  In this climate, everyone wears leather headband or 
helmet with horns.  Citadels chockfull of handmaids and a prince morphing into cobra.  Our 
hero started off as a mercenary.  His sidekick, a thief with sweet-tooth…always stealing dates 
in the public market! One night in a temple the torches crackled while the muscular hero—a 
surfer in real life—recites lines about autumn and ripe fruit to the actress from Ohio.  Mayhem 
and pyrotechnics.  Bags heavy with gold coins.  Wind creaks the weather-vane.  Riders, 
approaching.  Meanwhile, it is darkening as if to hail, and tall dervishes of dust spin across the 
tundra.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Lips Like High Fructose Corn Syrup 
 
She comes to me with hair of splintered candy 
and beer so steeped in retrograde ethanol  
it eats tooth-enamel on the first sip and shrivels the most distended testicles 
She comes dancing with 
castanets of slot machines and wood chippers 
She comes to me I tell you 
with balloon fingers twisted by grimace clowns  
I tell you she comes to me sneezing cancer 
on doughnuts which communicants dip in day-laborer’s blood 
She comes spitting oily spiders  
and her chin dangles dried egg while she stuffs the rent into her bust 
She bobs on the lake like a submersible with unsinkable paunch  
No grace on water no feet to tread foam only claws slopping through bog 
She scuds industrial smoke like a duck of dung 
She, bride to castrato rat with three fingers and thumb  
She, haiku writ with phlegm on MOAB for the dearly soon-to-be-exterminated 
She, burp and nicotine haven for slippers rancid with poodle and canned meatloaf 
She, retired aerobics instructor now an expert on coupons and dietary supplements 
although the worms of wrath have occupied her purple foot  
 
And just when I think I have given her the slip 
she slithers through my darkness and appears in the shape of wine goblet 
her lips redder than the apples of Technicolor 
her ingots the eyes of tinsel and popcorn 
her rivers of cheese sauce on fried corn chips 
her pillow talk all sucrose and toupees  
and she maps out the cosmos which Coffee Huts shall colonize 
She recruits boys from the gym to dive into meat grinders 
and she feeds me their protein then 
hands me a lottery ticket and points to a rocket: 
 
“Look at the Moon.  Up shall you go. 
Now desecrate it!” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Vignettes 
 
1 
 
This morning, I am a septuagenarian using a walker; 
I plod through the heat to reach the clinic. 
An adolescent strolls a block ahead of me, 
her gait feline, her bare shoulders dusted with cinnamon.  
An assistant in a distant laboratory feels pain 
in his chest, and he drops a fetus jarred in formaldehyde.   
A mother shrieks and wanders through the ruin 
of a cinderblock hut; she holds a pink child’s slipper.  
Black ice glazes a distant highway.  Elsewhere, a river meanders.  
 
2 
 
Some shoot up heroin right after the sermon, in the church parking lot; 
others doze all afternoon and dream of sex in a trailer park.  
I sit on the balcony and watch a crow perch on a telephone cable.  
Plenty of seasons have simmered, and yet no earthquake.  
Gossip must be reaching the moon.  A cop is asking my neighbor questions.  
 
3 
  
If a child kicks a soccer ball in the park, that means 
the homicide rate will spike, and the desalinated ocean 
will claw at a shore of sandbags and concrete.  
If the moon comes tonight, you can count 
on rusty hooks, tetanus, and rabies.  
Some parents console their children with pancakes, 
others talk turkey and push them out of doors.  
The old blood of the slaughtered lamb’s still steaming.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Let Us Weep Madly, Openly 
 
Let us stab our eyes, fellow befuddled  
of my generation.  No more bullets.  
There’s a mushroom sweeping the continent!  
Mimic the gait of the lamb; 
it found nooks among the boulders, the crags, 
even the bayou where blue shacks creak 
over currents stirred by hungry lizards.  
There is a noise after death makes no rattle, 
and it sounds like a flutter, mere pigeon’s fluff, 
grains of hard candy tossed on a tile floor, 
the snowl and slobber 
of an untrained pit-bull stalking the  
scent of beef or slipper.  It doesn’t matter, 
we wanted more; we sought 
the garden door, the leavened loaf of love, 
hot, piping hot, almost burns fingers at the oven’s door; 
we sought you, Beauty,    
some stupid tool of love which, 
when thrust, 
could expel hell’s fog & earth’s hell, 
and make an urban park from a bog, 
or a skeleton—simian-like—from a cornered tarantula.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



This Season  
 
This season everything smolders. 
 
No use clicking on internet… you’ll 
notice boot floating in the formaldehyde  
now doubling as screen-saver.  
Your favorite shopping site has turned 
over the keys to a tin bucket and mop. 
Your e-mail server receives coupons 
from glove in a grim warehouse, 
while the infected moon drags her right 
foot over a field of thinner and slugs.  
 
Normal language,  
explains Professor Pipe & Dandruff,  
has been bankrupt.  Stuff your vowels  
with the flesh of peacocks, 
a viand which Saint Augustine claimed to be incorruptible.  
Gargle with mule piss, breathe on your consonants, 
and plant some pages from Euripides  
in your compost; 
wait a fortnight for Melpomene  
to twist from the soil in the shape of a black tongue.  
 
Now’s the season to enroll for Bafflement 101.  
Now’s the time for the desecration of Food Courts.  
Now the mug of rheum is mistaken for beer.  
 
No use turning on the radio…you’ll  
only hear the skull-roach  
twang on the string of its remaining antenna, 
while rectal harmonica heehaws Yankee-Doodle.   
  
New recruits for Christian television  
have united under the banner:  
The Family That Spleens Together!  
While the last remaining Alchemist  
has grown black eggs 
in place of his eyes. 
 
It’s the disembowelment of the Marvelous.  
Cranial fish flitting nowhere.  
 



With things going this way, 
the plastic ring costing a quarter from a dispenser inside a Pacoima taquería 
might prove apotropaic.  
 
Lies! so many lies! 
Ants retreat from road-kill, 
spermatozoa seek rags,   
and airplanes prefer to ascend, 
ascend, ascend interminably.  
 
The last remaining idiot who accompanies us, 
the sun, 
astonished flies covering his face.   
 
Everything smells of still water,  
and fire no longer purifies.  
 
Be like the snail, 
two sticks instead of eyes probing the dark, 
knowing the final script of mud, 
who travels paying no toll, 
carrying a home in which  
even slime feels safest.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



The Skeleton I Never Kissed, In A Museum  
 
With no tongue to toss,  
she can only offer a topography of toe-bones 
more lonely than locomotives,  
or a museum’s gem collection  
at closing time: orbs of okenite  
hairy as the egg-sacks of the brown widow spider;  
or stibnite: like boughs blackened 
after rain when taillights glisten.  
 
The guard shuts down the lights, 
pastrami stuck to his mustache, 
yet no sigh for what coruscates.  
 
With teeth like hard candy, 
but no flesh on her hips, 
the skeleton I have never kissed 
proves less a metaphor  
than the vanished hearts and blood 
once sparkling inside the cuauhxicalli 
basalt basin cupping 
the thirst-quench of eagle & sun.  
 
I fall asleep alone 
and the currents lick alive with sea-meat, 
there flickers past me the Oarfish, 
length of a knight’s blue pennon 
as he gallops into battle;  
the Leafy Sea Dragon as slender  
as an appendix; in a blink, 
I behold the green fluorescent protein  
of the Crystal Jellyfish, 
the fluttering cilia 
of the Comb Jelly as she floats up 
in rainbow afterglow.  
But these are hips of water 
that splash into smoke when I awake, 
and I am left peering into the empty gaze 
of the skeleton I have never kissed! 
 
Shall I say that I drone across the clockfaces  
seeking some Monday that will burst 
like a cake containing a beefy blonde and kazoos?  



I never obfuscate   
and I’m speaking in words plain as bronze 
when I say the Skeleton I have never kissed 
is the car that tailgates me, the ache 
at five o’clock in the morning and acrid 
smack of life lingering in my mouth, 
she, zip-code of zero, absence 
when phone rings.  
 
She is not plum in open palm, 
not seven keys and opened bookcase, 
salve and mud mixed with tears, 
lion pacified by saint,  
not the open bird cage with note 
taped to perch: Into the spit of sin, 
I shall simmer! 
 
Skeleton I have not kissed  
not soon enough flesh, not hair, 
not lips to purse or pout a vowel, 
not the black dress tangled in oak branches,  
not wind knocking the door to midnight, 
not the shawl seated at the foot 
of my bed, anthracite-glints  
in her gaze as I sit up panting.  
 
I’d settle for a reptile’s heart, 
or a wolf,  
or a goblet of hemlock left by my pillow.  
Enough of this bone-chew! 
Enough of waiting for the Skull to appear, 
like some light behind the lattice.  
Let snakes and fangs be her headdress, 
let claws shod her boney soles, 
let her breasts jut barrels of rat poison,  
a twisting orb of vipers in her womb, 
a spread of boar tusks in her smile, 
a body of sulfur and crow feathers,  
but let Her writhe in plain sight! 
 
Resigned, thrilled, 
             to hear the epode, 

I enter her fields  
 



 


